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Helpful Reading Strategies

Test Tips

 ★ Read all directions carefully.

 ★ Be sure you understand the directions.

 ★ Read all answer choices before choosing one.

 ★ Format changes do not always signal a change in directions.

 ★ Look for the key words in the directions.

 ★ Use the process of elimination to �nd answers.

Reading Strategies

 ★ When you are looking for the main idea of a selection, look for the 

�rst  sentence, the last sentence, or the title. These usually provide 

a good clue to the main idea.

 ★ When the directions say, “according to the selection ...,” look back 

at the reading and �nd the sentence or sentences that provide 

proof. In your head, highlight that sentence.

 ★ When the directions say choose the “most important idea,” or “the 

main problem,” remember that there is probably more than one 

right answer. You need to look for the BEST answer.

 ★ When you are trying to �gure out a vocabulary word from context, 

replace the word with the answer words to see if they �t  (like trying 

on shoes!). You can usually �nd the right one this way.

 ★ Watch out for negatives. Some questions say, “Which of the fol-

lowing is not true?”. That means that three answers are true, and 

one is false. You are looking for the false one.

Unit One: Reading
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Name:  Date: 

BE SMART!
    #5–10 represent a   
    format change, not 
             a change in   
               directions.

BE ALERT!
  Read the directions care-
fully. Are you looking for a 
word that means the same 
or a word that means the 

opposite? How do you 
know?

Directions
This is a test about words and their mean-
ings. For items #1–10, decide which one of 
the four answers has most nearly the same 
meaning as the underlined word above it. 
Then �ll in the answer space on your an-
swer sheet that has the same letter as the 
correct answer.

Unit One: Reading

UnIT One: ReAdIng

Lesson One: Vocabulary

  1. sharp scissors   3. a big grin
 A. sudden  A. smirk
 B. pointed  B. sneer
 C. bitter  C. laugh
 D. harsh  D. smile

  2. dangerous roads   4. angry customer
 A. hazardous  A. buyer
 B. shaky  B. teacher
 C. safe  C. man
 D. escape  D. boxer

  5. Her maroon sweater was left at school.
 A. bulky
 B. new
 C. red
 D. old

  6. Why did he slide down the bannister?
 A. post
 B. railing
 C. stairs
 D. hill

  7. Harry was looking for platform 9.
 A. landing
 B. stage
 C. plane
 D. train
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  8. The detective planned to investigate the robbery.
 A. hide
 B. test
 C. ignore
 D. examine

  9. To complete is to .
 A. �nish
 B. start
 C. build
 D. express

10. A bundle is a .
 A. crate
 B. bunch
 C. cluster
 D. backpack

 Directions: For #11–15, darken the circle for the word or words that mean 
the opposite of the underlined word.

11. the lower �oor 14. the old house
 A. basement  A. enormous
 B. upper  B. young
 C. ground  C. small
 D. �fth  D. new

12. a wet umbrella 15. the tidy garage
 A. torn  A. messy
 B. yellow  B. neat
 C. dry  C. small
 D. little  D. creepy

13. the friendly neighbor
 A. kind
 B. thoughtful
 C. unfriendly
 D. handsome

Lesson One: Vocabulary (cont.)

BE AWARE!
The format changed 

and so did the directions! Un-
derline the key words 

in the directions.

Unit One: Reading

BE CAREFUL!
      There may be more than 
         one word that is true. 
 Remember, you are looking for 
      the word that means the 
      same or nearly the same.
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Name:  Date: 

BE SHARP!
#16–22 ask you to �nd the 
words that have more than 

one meaning.

Lesson One: Vocabulary (cont.)

Unit One: Reading

BE READY!
#19–22 have different formats, 
but they are still asking for the 
word with multiple meanings.

 
 Directions: For items #16–22, read the sentences or phrases. Choose the 

word that best completes both sentences or phrases.

16.  the car near the door because it is raining.
 We were going to the  to play soccer.
 A. push
 B. park
 C. run
 D. start

17. Please  me the red pencil.
 Alicia burned her  baking cookies.
 A. throw
 B. eye
 C. hand
 D. fetch

18. Donald paid with a .
 The babysitter went to  on the baby.
 A. dollar
 B. credit card
 C. slap
 D. check
 
19. a string used to fasten a shoe
 a piece of needlework used to decorate clothes
 A. whip C. cord
 B. lace D. ribbon

20. a mixture of ingredients for baking
 a hitter in baseball
 A. striker C. batter
 B. cake D. starter

21. a course of study       22. not heavy
 a citizen of a kingdom       not dark
 A. subject C. social studies    A. easy C. bright
 B. liege D. queen     B. weak D. light
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 Directions: For items #23–30, read the story. For each of the blanks, there is 
a list of words with the same number. Choose the word from each list that best 
completes the meaning of the story.

 Deaf people talk in many ways. Some learn to use their 
 23 , while others learn to talk by using their 24  
 in a special sign language.

 23. A. talents   C. hands
  B. voices   D. ears

 24. A. hands   C. ears
  B. voices   D. talents

 Barney has a(n) 25  message for you. You must read it 
26 .

 25. A. happy   C. urgent
  B. birthday   D. secret

 26. A. soon   C. slowly
  B. immediately  D. carefully

 The monster movie 27  Gail. Her brother Gabe was 28  too.

 27. A. bored   C. terri�ed
  B. amused   D. tired

 28. A. frightened  C. happy
  B. bored   D. delighted

 I had a terrible 29  last night. This 30  woke me up.

 29. A. stomachache  C. time
  B. vision   D. dream

 30. A. scream   C. plan
  B. nightmare  D. ghost

Lesson One: Vocabulary (cont.)

Unit One: Reading
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 We had a very bad 31  last night. The wind knocked down 32  and 
blew 33  into buildings. It was really 34 . We thought it might be a 

35 .

 31. A. rain   C. dream
  B. storm  D. dinner

 32. A. people  C. ghosts
  B. trees  D. monkeys

 33. A. �sh   C. cars
  B. trains  D. leaves

 34. A. big   C. scary
  B. long   D. cool

 35. A. hurricane C. monsoon
  B. tornado  D. rainbow

 Directions: For items #36–38, choose the word from the answer 
choices that goes with the three words in the item.

36. roses, pansies, daisies
 A. cherries C.  apples
 B. daffodils D. coins

37. red, green, purple
 A. blocks C. brown
 B. cards D. baseball

38. stone, sand, rock
 A. camel C. grass
 B. boulder D. tree

Lesson One: Vocabulary (cont.)

BE QUICK!
The format chang-
es again … into a 

paragraph.

BE PREPARED!
Now the directions 

change.

Unit One: Reading
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Review

 1. Read all directions carefully.

 2. Be sure you understand the directions.

 3. Read all answer choices before choosing one.

 4. Format changes do not always signal a change in directions.

 Directions: Choose the word that tells about the underlined word.

39. monkey
 A. deep
 B. cool
 C. silly
 D. wide

40. house
 A. cluttered
 B. clever
 C. speedy
 D. tired

BE 
HAPPY!

You are done 
with Lesson 

One.

Lesson One: Vocabulary (cont.)

Unit One: Reading
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Name:  Date: 

Directions:
       This is a test of words and their parts. 

For items #1–5, read each word 
carefully. Then choose the word that 
has the root word underlined.

BE SHARP!
What is the key word in the 

directions? Circle it.

BE SMART!
What are you looking 
for in items #6–10?

Unit One: Reading

UnIT One: ReAdIng

Lesson Two: Word Analysis 

  
  

  1. A. swimming   4. A. someone
 B. lonely  B. inches
 C. happiness  C. windy
 D. cheerful  D. lightning

  2. A. crazy   5. A. unhappy
 B. permit  B. hopeful
 C. sadness  C. encouragement
 D. tomatoes  D. cheerful

  3. A. purple
 B. candle
 C. pianos
 D. doctor

       Directions:
 For items #6–10, read each word carefully.
 Choose the word that has the suf�x underlined.

  6. A. sick   7. A. play
 B. sickly  B. playing
 C. sickness  C. playful
 D. unsick  D. replay
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  8. A. friendly B. friend C. unfriendly D. friendship

  9. A. safe B. unsafe C. safety D. safely

10. A. softness B. softly C. soft D. softest

 

11. A. sparkle
 B. whistle
 C. wrote
 D. sailboat

12. A. autumn
 B. broomstick
 C. taught
 D. comb       

13. A. cereal
 B. orange
 C. oatmeal
 D. crumbs                 

14. A. sunburn
 B. escape
 C. camera
 D. skin

15. A. enough
 B. Christmas
 C. birthday
 D. nickel     

     

Lesson Two: Word Analysis (cont.)

BE AWARE!
Changes in format do 

not always mean a 
change in directions.

Directions:
For items #11–15, choose the 
word that is a compound word.

BE 
THOUGHTFUL!

Just what is a 
compound word?

Unit One: Reading
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16. I’ve
 A.  I am  
 B.  I was
 C.  I have
 D.  I had

17. haven’t
 A.  have went 
 B.  have not
 C.  have got
 D.  we have

18. She’ll
 A.  She will  
 B.  She won’t
 C.  She is 
 D.  She was

19. I’m
 A. I must
 B. I made
 C. I am
 D. I am not
 
20. you’re
 A. your
 B. you will
 C. you won’t
 D. you are
 

Lesson Two: Word Analysis (cont.)

Directions:
For items #16–20, choose the words 
that tell what the contraction means.

BE CLEVER!
Underline the key 
word or words in 

the directions.

Unit One: Reading
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21. Please  me at the store. 
 A. meat
 B. meet

22. Sue wanted another  of pie.
 A.  peace
 B. piece

 Otto got 23  new 24  of shoes.

23. A. two 24. A. pears
 B. too  B. pairs

 We 25  the 26  pieces of cake.

25. A. ate 26. A. ate
 B. eight  B. eight

Review

     1. Look for the key word or words in direc-

tions.

     2. Read all responses before choosing the 

BEST one.

     3. Changes in format do not always mean a 

Lesson Two: Word Analysis (cont.)

Directions:
For items #21–25, choose the word that 
best completes each sentence. BE CAREFUL!

These homophones
may be confusing.

Unit One: Reading




